Piloted Simulator Evaluation Results of Flight Physics Based Stall Recovery Guidance
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Recent studies have shown that loss of control in flight is the most frequent primary cause of accidents. A significant share of accidents in this category can be remedied by upset prevention if possible, and by upset recovery if necessary, in this order of priorities. One of the most important upsets to recover from is stall. Recent accidents have shown that a correct stall recovery maneuver remains a big challenge in civil aviation, partly due to a lack of pilot training. A possible strategy to support the flight crew in this demanding context is calculating a recovery guidance signal, and showing this signal in an intuitive way on one of the cockpit displays, for example by means of the flight director. Different methods for calculating the recovery signal, one based on fast model predictive control and another using an energy based approach, have been evaluated in four relevant operational scenarios by experienced commercial as well as test pilots in the Vertical Motion Simulator at NASA Ames Research Center. Evaluation results show that this approach supports the pilots in improving their stall recovery performance.

I. Introduction

Recent aircraft accident statistics show that loss of control in flight is the primary category of accidents that occurs most frequently. A significant number of these accidents were related to stall, such as Colgan Air Flight 3407, AirAsia Flight 8501, XL Airways Germany Flight 888T, Air Algerie Flight 501.
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The Civil Aviation Safety Team (CAST) published a safety enhancement plan comprising a list of recommendations that include research to develop and implement technologies for effective upset prevention and recovery training. In large transport aircraft, an unusual attitude is usually defined as a nose up pitch attitude greater than 25 degs, a nose down pitch attitude greater than 10 degs, a bank angle greater than 45 degs or flight within these parameters but with airspeeds inappropriate for the conditions. The following list of priorities can be found in the CAST recommendations:

1. The first priority is to ensure that these parameters are never exceeded (upset prevention).
2. The second priority is to correct any exceedence as rapidly as possible (upset recovery).
3. The third is to understand the principles involved in recovering from an ‘upset’.
4. The fourth priority is never to stall the aircraft. A fully stalled aircraft is out of control – recovery from the stall must be achieved before initiating recovery from any unusual attitude (stall recovery before any other upset recovery).

A. Research Goals

Previous research of the authors, addressing the CAST recommendations for research, development, and implementation of technologies for enhancing flight crew awareness of airplane energy state (SE 207), has focused on upset prevention by means of safe flight envelope estimation and protection. It is important to understand that certain system failures can degrade these protections such that the aircraft is left with reduced or no protections and become, in effect, a ‘basic’ aircraft. The next logical step is upset recovery, which is needed in case upset prevention would not be successful (also due to for example atmospheric disturbances, malfunctions or damage). In the category of upset recovery, stall recovery should be prioritized. In SE 207, the following research area is mentioned: ‘Develop and refine algorithms and display strategies to provide control guidance for recovery from approach-to-stall or stall.’ Recovery techniques for stall should specifically take the following into account:

1. not exceeding the structural limits of the aircraft and maintaining some degree of passenger comfort: this can be done by limiting the load factor $n_z$;
2. not bringing the aircraft into a secondary stall, which is caused by attempting to hasten the completion of a stall recovery before the aircraft has regained sufficient flying speed: this is to be achieved by ensuring that $\alpha$ does not exceed $\alpha_{\text{stall}}$ during the recovery maneuver;
3. minimizing the altitude loss during the recovery maneuver, which is especially important for stalls at lower altitudes;
4. avoiding loss of controllability when the stabilizer is deflected in an extreme position. When full thrust is required in a stall recovery maneuver, it is possible that the elevators cannot generate enough countermoment to eliminate the combined pitching behavior caused by the stabilizer and thrust provided by engines mounted under the wings. For this purpose, maximum thrust should be limited based on the total pitching moment which can still be compensated for by the elevators.

The Federal Aviation Authority has issued an Advisory Circular on Stall Prevention and Recovery Training. Although the procedure should apply to the majority of today’s airplanes, manufacturer-recommended procedures may deviate from those included in this AC due to specific airplane characteristics. A summary of the FAA Stall Recovery Template can be found in Table 1 and a sequence of events for stall recovery is shown in Fig. 1.
Table 1. Summary of FAA Stall Recovery Template, modified from source: [15]

| Step 1 | Disconnect autopilot and autothrottle/autothrust |
| Rationale: | Manual control is essential to recovery in all situations. Avoid inadvertent changes by the automation which may not be easily recognized or appropriate, especially in high workload situations. It may be very important in out-of-trim situations to ensure that the pitch attitude does not increase when disconnecting the autopilot. |

| Step 2 | a) Nose down pitch control until stall indications are eliminated  
| Rationale: | a) Reducing the angle of attack is crucial for recovery. This will also address autopilot-induced excessive nose up trim.  
| | b) Nose down pitch trim as needed  
| Rationale: | b) If the control column does not provide sufficient response, pitch trim may be necessary. However, excessive use of pitch trim may aggravate the condition, or may result in loss of control or high structural loads. |

| Step 3 | Bank wings level |
| Rationale: | This orients the lift vector upward for recovery. |

| Step 4 | Apply thrust as needed |
| Rationale: | During a stall recovery, maximum thrust is not always needed. A stall can occur at high thrust or at idle thrust. Therefore, the thrust is to be adjusted accordingly during the recovery. For airplanes with engines installed below the wing, applying maximum thrust may create a strong nose-up pitching moment if airspeed is low. |

| Step 5 | Retract speed brakes and spoilers |
| Rationale: | This will improve lift and stall margin. |

| Step 6 | Return to the desired flightpath |
| Rationale: | Apply gentle action for recovery to avoid secondary stalls, return to desired flightpath. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>onset to stall</th>
<th>stall occurrence</th>
<th>stall recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Decreasing airspeed, increasing angle of attack | Speed below stall speed, alpha exceeds stall value | Accelerating dive  
Nose down, wings level, apply thrust  
Trade altitude for speed, potential to kinetic energy |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>out of stall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Transition to level flight, avoiding secondary stalls or overstressing structure | Establish level flight or climb  
Back to trim condition or execute go around  
Pitch up but stay below maximum pitch limit, avoid high load factors  
Trade off between total altitude loss and safety buffer for alpha and load. |
B. Literature survey

Most literature focuses on the more general upset recovery, rather than specific stall recovery. Belcastro gives a comprehensive global overview of LOC/Upset prevention and recovery. Upsets comprise abnormal attitudes, abnormal trajectories and stall/departures. Gandhi et al. presented a joint human/automated upset recovery system, which is targeted at autonomous upset recovery for UAV’s. Recovery strategies were optimized off-line, followed by a small scale pilot in the loop study. Overall findings were: (1) the time to recover and the amount of altitude lost during recovery were reduced; (2) the likelihood that the pilot exceeds the structural limits was reduced; and (3) there was a significant reduction in the pilot workload. The optimization was achieved by means of a constrained nonlinear programming solver. The objective is to return to straight and level flight while minimizing altitude loss, while staying within the structural limits of the vehicle \( n_z \) and avoiding secondary stalls \( \alpha \). The recovery guidance signal was presented in the primary flight display PFD as shown in Fig. 2(a). Richards et al. discussed the improvement of the aforementioned upset recovery strategy through explicit consideration of distressed pilot dynamics in the generation of recovery sequences, which leads to more desirable responses of the pilot/vehicle system. The pilot model is conventional, consisting of a lead lag filter with an exponential factor for the effective time delay. In a later publication of the same research team, this work is further developed as an in-cockpit cueing system for upset recovery and evaluated in the simulator. This involves a new type of visualization including thrust guidance, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Also force feedback has been included. The following upset conditions have been investigated: high altitude stall, low altitude flaps up stall, low altitude flaps down stall, high bank condition and nose high condition. The performance metrics have been defined as: altitude loss, load factor excursions, angle of attack excursions, final airspeed error and proximity to straight-and-level trim condition. In the latest publication of this research team, Richards et al. discuss the development and evaluation of a similar approach for upset recovery that is robust to pilot behavior variation and is able to accommodate vehicle failures and impairment. The Damage Adaptive Guidance for piloted Upset Recovery (DAGUR) system provides continuous closed-loop recovery guidance via visual cues to reduce instances of inappropriate pilot reaction and pilot inaction. Adaptation enables the recovery module to provide appropriate guidance even in cases of vehicle damage or impairment. The recovery guidance system is also specifically designed to be robust to variations in pilot dynamic behavior (including behavior associated with high-stress situations). Stepanyan et al. developed stall recovery guidance algorithms based on constrained control approaches. This has been done in two ways, namely an input constrained control approach providing flight path angle or altitude guidance, which is PCH (pseudo control hedging) based, and a state constrained control approach guiding the pitch attitude angle. A more extensive literature review, including other research that was not (yet) tested in a simulator, can be found in Ref. [22].

![Figure 2](image_url)

Figure 2. Different styles of recover guidance in the PFD as found in the literature
C. Paper Focus and Structure

In the previous phase of this research project, different physics based stall recovery guidance algorithms have been developed. These guidance algorithms are based on energy management, pseudo-control hedging, and model-predictive control (i.e., optimal control). The energy management approach exploits the knowledge of the flight mechanics in a total energy control setup by means of dynamic inversion. The pseudo-control hedging-based algorithm calculates a pitch angle guidance signal by inverting the aircraft pitch rate dynamics when the angle of attack exceeds the stall limit. For the model-predictive control approach, an optimal recovery is computed using a fast convex optimization algorithm which is capable of running reliably from inside the Ames Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) frame calculation loop on a 1.25 GHz DEC-Alpha, Real-Time Operating System. This paper describes how a couple of these algorithms have been evaluated by experienced commercial as well as test pilots in the high-fidelity Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) at NASA Ames Research Center (ARC). The algorithms performance has been investigated across four relevant scenarios, simulating different stall entry conditions. These are a high altitude stall, a low altitude flight condition with bank (with and without excessive nose up trim), and a descent for final approach. All these scenarios were inspired by real life accidents and incidents and will be discussed in more detail later in this paper. This paper serves primarily as a summary of the research project. A full technical report can be found in Ref. 24. It should be noted that there are many stall prevention and awareness features in a nominal aircraft nowadays, from a minimum speed indication on the primary flight display, an aural stall warning, a stick shaker, to low speed buffeting. However, it has been found that these were not successful in preventing the aforementioned air accidents. In this research the emphasis was placed on improving stall recovery. While the aural warning, stick-shaker, and stall buffeting behavior were included in the scenarios for realism, the study participants were asked to ignore them during the initial approach-to-stall.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First the simulation model is described in Sec. II. Thereafter, the essentials of the two guidance algorithms are briefly summarized in Sec. III. Sec. IV elaborates in depth on the experiment method, by discussing the technologies (Sec. IV.A), apparatus (Sec. IV.B), participants (Sec. IV.C), measures (Sec. IV.D) as well as procedures for all the scenarios (Sec. IV.E). The results are discussed in Sec. V. Finally, Sec. VI presents the conclusions.

II. Simulation Model

It is important to use a simulation model with accurate post-stall characteristics, since this research focuses primarily on this flight regime. For this reason, the Generic Transport Model GTM was used, as shown in Fig. 3. It is a full scale simulation model of a generic aircraft similar to a Boeing 757, based on a subscale polynomial aerodynamic database, and adapted with Reynolds Number corrections. This simulation model was implemented in the FLTz simulation environment. Analysis of the steady state aerodynamic data of the simulation model has revealed that deploying flaps (and leading edge slats) increases lift, but has a very small influence on the stall angle of attack, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a). Also the polars are shown in Fig. 4(b).

In order to hold steady level flight at slower airspeed, an aircraft must fly at higher angle of attack. However, as the angle of attack is increased there comes a point where an associated increase in drag requires more thrust to hold the airspeed constant. When more thrust is required to fly slower, the aircraft is said to be on the back side of the power curve. When operating in the backside of the power curve, the speed damping derivative is negative, which implies airspeed cannot be regulated. Induced drag is dominant over viscous drag as a result of the increased lift as airspeed is reduced. Furthermore, in situations at higher altitudes, it is even possible that the thrust required exceeds the maximum thrust available. This means that even with full throttle, the aircraft can decelerate and stall if the pilot attempts to hold level flight. For these reasons, it is important to end up on the front side of the power curve at the end of a high altitude stall recovery. This means recovering with sufficient airspeed so that the aircraft can accelerate without the need for additional altitude loss.

This research considers an unaugmented airplane. All stability and control augmentation functions are switched off except for the yaw damper.
Figure 3. Generic Transport Model GTM with subscale dimensions, source: [27]

Figure 4. Aerodynamic properties of the GTM model after Reynolds corrections for the full scale model. Note: most axes labels have been deleted because of the confidentiality of the model data.
III. Overview of Stall Recovery Guidance Algorithms

This section describes the essentials of the two guidance algorithms that were evaluated in the Vertical Motion Simulator. More detailed descriptions are given in Ref. [22][23].

A. Fast Model Predictive Control (FMPC)

Model predictive control (MPC) is an advanced optimal control method that lends itself to the determination of scenario specific stall recovery guidance. The first step in the approach is to linearize and discretize the aircraft equations of motion around the current aircraft state of interest, defined as the airspeed, angle of attack, and pitch. This linear discrete model then approximate predicts the aircraft state trajectory from the current state, given a sequence of pitch control inputs. An optimal pitch recovery maneuver that returns the aircraft to the target state, is then found by solving a linearly constrained optimization problem with quadratic cost function (i.e., a quadratic program). In this formulation for stall recovery, the solution to the optimization problem determines the input pitch rate sequence required to recover the aircraft across a 30 second time horizon, discretized to 0.5 second increments. In the classical model predictive control approach, only the most immediate control input from the solution is used, and the entire computation is repeated in the next computational cycle (or simulator frame). To determine the guidance cue input, however, it was found that a blended combination of the pitch and pitch-rate error terms was easier to track, as judged by a test pilot subject matter expert.

The actual online computation of the maneuver ultimately requires solving a quadratic program, which is accomplished using the Fast Model Predictive Control (FMPC) interior point algorithm developed in [28]. This algorithm has important features that help to ensure fast and reliable convergence of the optimal solutions at relatively low computational cost suitable for online implementations. The more advanced computational details covering the application of the FMPC algorithm to stall recovery guidance are documented in [23]. There are two important features to the FMPC approach. The first is that the optimal recovery input is recomputed from the current aircraft state in each simulator frame (or computational cycle). This means that the pilot is always provided with optimal guidance from the current aircraft state (with respect to the quadratic cost function), independent of how well he or she follows that guidance. The second important feature is that constraints on the state variables (airspeed, angle of attack, pitch angle and rate) can be specified directly. In particular, constraints on the pitch rate were used to prevent exceeding load factor limits, while the angle of attack corresponding to stall warning was used as the maximum angle of attack constraint in the formulation. The optimal solution with the predictive model then intelligently includes consideration for protecting the load factors and angle of attack during the full pull-up phase of the recovery maneuver.

Figure 5 illustrates these important features, by showing the predictive guidance maneuvers, as well as the discretized aircraft trajectory flown by one of the pilot participants in the study. In this scenario, the autopilot flies the aircraft into a deep aerodynamic stall, at 40,000 feet. At t = 0 seconds, the manual piloted recovery begins with the model predictive guidance. The gray trajectories show the computed predictive recoveries at each time sample. Initially, while the angle of attack exceeds the stall warning angle of attack, the default 5 deg/sec pitch down guidance is provided to reduce the angle-of-attack — because the linearized model used for the FMPC computation is invalid in the stalled dynamics regime. In the plots, the pilot follows the default pitch guidance below the PLI (pitch limit indicator) position, and therefore reduces the angle of attack below the stall warning threshold. At this point, around 4 seconds into the recovery the model predictive guidance becomes valid and initially finds a pitch input plan that pulls the aircraft pitch to 30 degrees nose-down. The pilot lags the guidance, following it only to about 15 degrees nose-down, at which point the pilot follows the guidance to pull the nose of the aircraft back up. At each time instance, the predictive guidance intelligently re-schedules the pull-up maneuver to efficiently use the full angle of

$\text{The 30 second time horizon was about the shortest time required to cover the important duration of the push and pull-up phases of the longest stall recoveries at high altitude.}$

$\text{Actually, only a small sub-sample of the computed trajectories are shown. The actual predictive guidance computation completes with each simulator frame, at 50 frames per second.}$
attack margin, just grazing the stall warning limit around 20 seconds into the recovery, and ending up at the target airspeed. The results of this study show, that the aggressive guidance computed by this algorithm significantly improves the safety of the piloted recoveries with respect to secondary aerodynamics stalls in the high altitude deep-stall scenario highlighted in this example. Essentially, the guidance uses the aircraft flight dynamics to compute how far to pitch nose-down in the initial recovery, at what airspeed to begin pitching up, and the pitch up rate that smoothly returns the aircraft to the target airspeed, all in one smooth maneuver. In this initial study the aim was to keep the FMPC problem formulation as simple as possible. This was done in an effort to achieve the rapid and reliable convergence needed to run the algorithm well within the 50 Hz simulator loop on the Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) computer. One of the benefits of the overall approach, however, is that it readily supports additional constraints on pitch angle and airspeed, and more sophisticated equations-of-motion can also be incorporated into future implementations. To a large extent, the FMPC algorithm can also be configured to work within computational time limits. The algorithm can split the full convergence computational cost across multiple simulator frames if needed, and it can provide a sub-optimal, but feasible, guidance solution if it needs to be stopped before full convergence is achieved.

B. Energy Based Algorithm (EBA)

Another approach for computing stall recovery guidance uses a physically motivated energy tradeoff analysis to derive the control guidance, while maintaining load factor limits and protecting against secondary stall. Ref. 29–31 show previous research in flight control based on energy principles. The benefits of this approach are that the computational cost is significantly less than any optimal control method, it does not necessarily require any estimated model information, and it is, therefore, easily implemented for online use. The main purpose of the stall recovery strategy advised by the FAA for flight crew training, as discussed
In Section I, the objective is to reduce the angle of attack and increase the airspeed. This can be accomplished most rapidly by trading potential energy (altitude) for kinetic energy (speed), as efficiently as possible. The only complicating factors are that, during the trade-off process, energy is dissipated through drag $D$, which requires the application of thrust $T$ over time. The FAA recovery template implicitly uses these factors when it advises a pitch down to reduce the angle of attack (and the drag), beginning the trade-off between altitude and airspeed, and adding thrust carefully to avoid pitch trim related upsets.

![Figure 6. Acting forces on the aircraft model](image)

From the balance of the forces lift $L$, drag $D$, thrust $T$, and weight $W$ in Figure 6, along with Newton’s second law, applied to the direction of the velocity vector, one finds:

$$\dot{V} + g \sin \gamma = \frac{T \cos \alpha - D}{m},$$

where $\alpha$ is the angle of attack and $\gamma$ the flight path angle. The specific energy rate can then be defined as:

$$\dot{E}_s = \frac{\dot{E}_{tot}}{m} = gh + V \dot{V} = V \left( \dot{V} + g \sin \gamma \right) = V \left( \frac{T \cos \alpha - D}{m} \right).$$

![Figure 7. Energy reservoir analogy](image)

The physical intuition behind Eq. (2) is illustrated by the reservoir analogy shown in Figure 7. Here, a direct exchange between potential (altitude) and kinetic energy (speed) is possible by controlling the flight path angle $\gamma$. Figure 7 shows that the throttles add to the total energy of the aircraft system, while drag causes some of the total aircraft energy to dissipate. The flight path angle (as controlled by the elevator) then regulates the net influx of total energy into the kinetic and potential energy reservoirs or vice versa.
As a consequence, stall recovery is most efficient when one simultaneously dives, driving $\gamma < 0$, and increases the thrust. As soon as enough speed has been gained, a pull up maneuver should be performed in order to establish level flight. During this pull up maneuver, secondary stall and load factor limits should be avoided. This drives the constraints for angle of attack:

$$\alpha < \alpha_{\text{stall}}$$

and load factor:

$$n_{\text{LF min}} < n_{\text{LF}} < n_{\text{LF max}}.$$  

The EBA guidance law is derived essentially by solving Eq. (1) for the flight path angle required to achieve a desired acceleration

$$\gamma_{\text{guidance}} = \arcsin \left( -\frac{1}{g} \left[ \dot{V}_{\text{required}} - \frac{T \cos \alpha - D}{m} \right] \right)$$

(3)

$$\dot{\gamma}_{\text{guidance}} = \arcsin \left( -\frac{1}{g} \left[ \dot{V}_{\text{required}} - (\dot{V} + g \sin \gamma) \right] \right)$$

(4)

where the required speed rate $\dot{V}_{\text{required}}$ is defined as:

$$\dot{V}_{\text{required}} = \frac{1}{\tau_V} \Delta V_{\text{required}} = \frac{1}{\tau_V} (V_{\text{target}} - V_{\text{current}}).$$

(5)

In this expression, $V_{\text{target}}$ is the airspeed target, and $\tau_V$ is an associated speed control time constant. The time constant $\tau_V$ determines the responsiveness of the speed guidance: the smaller the value for $\tau_V$, the more aggressive the dive will be in order to pick up speed.

Equations (3) and (4) provide the energy based guidance strategy calculation in two equivalent ways, depending on the prevailing conditions. Equation (4) does not require any aircraft model information, which makes the guidance independent of the aircraft model and can thus be applied on different aircraft types in a relative straightforward way. It does, however, require sensor values for the acceleration $\dot{V}$, which is especially sensitive to turbulence and needs additional filtering. As an alternative, Equation (3) can be used, which includes values for thrust $T$ and drag $D$. Thrust can be approximated based on the engine RPM $N_1$, but aircraft model information is needed for the drag $D$. For the study detailed in this report, the latter model based calculations were used.

Finally, constraints can be enforced directly on $\gamma_{\text{guidance}}$ as well as $\dot{\gamma}_{\text{guidance}}$ to protect against secondary stalls and exceeding load factor limits respectively:

$$\gamma_{\text{max}} = \gamma + (\alpha_{\text{max}} - \alpha - \varepsilon_\gamma)$$

(6)

$$\dot{\gamma}_{\text{max}} = \frac{g}{V_T} (\Delta n_{2\text{max}} \cdot \cos \phi - \cos \gamma)$$

(7)

$$\dot{\gamma}_{\text{min}} = \frac{g}{V_T} (\Delta n_{2\text{min}} \cdot \cos \phi - \cos \gamma)$$

(8)

where: $\Delta n_{2\text{max}} = 2.5 - \varepsilon_{n_2}$ and $\Delta n_{2\text{min}} = -1 + \varepsilon_{n_2}$, where the load factor buffer $\varepsilon_{n_2} = 0.2g$ and another robustness buffer $\varepsilon_\gamma = 2$ deg has been incorporated as well.

Furthermore, in order to achieve a smooth guidance signal in the presence of turbulence, additional first order filtering is needed for the calibrated airspeed (filtering frequency $\omega_V = 2$ rad/s) and its time derivative (filtering frequency $\omega_{\dot{V}} = 4$ rad/s). Additionally, a limit of 10 deg for the maximum deviation of the guidance signal compared to the current state was included, since this deviation is the primary driver of how aggressive the pilots fly. More details about this algorithm can be found in Ref. [22].

### IV. Experiment Method

The method for the piloted evaluation was based on standard procedures for human factor experiments. Usefulness evaluations were done after each run, combined with a short workload questionnaire. For the test pilots, Cooper Harper Handling Quality ratings were collected as well. A more extensive questionnaire

\[\text{One possibility is using a blending of airspeed at lower frequencies and ground speed for higher frequencies.}\]
was given at the end of the study, which included a survey to determine a rating on the system usability scale. The number of pilots and repetitions were sufficient to observe certain trends in the data, but in most cases insufficient to warrant high statistical confidence in the results. Overall, the experiment objectives were to evaluate the usefulness of the guidance and the possible impact on pilot performance during the stall recovery. More concretely, the aim of the experiments was to verify if the following research hypotheses were satisfied:

**Primary:** Guidance improves pilot stall recovery performance, specifically, by promoting:

- appropriate application of pitch down to effectively eliminate aerodynamic stall, but not in excess of what is needed to recover safely
- gentle pitch up maneuvers to avoid secondary stalls during the pull up phase
- recovery at sufficient airspeed on the front side of the power curve
- reduced tendency to observe pilot induced oscillations in the recovery
- prevention of elevator saturation caused by excessive nose up stab trim
- gentle pitch rates to protect the load factor from exceeding safety limits

**Secondary:** Unguided stall recovery performance is improved after training with stall recovery guidance.

### A. Technologies

The baseline condition for comparison was the conventional control setup, where the pilots had to fly the stall recovery maneuver without guidance, based on their individual airline training background and in accordance with the FAA template as discussed in Table 1. The control setup was such that the pilot could manually maneuver the aircraft by means of the control column and wheel, much like the conventional manual flying strategy for a civil airliner similar in size and behavior as a Boeing 757 class of aircraft. The aircraft was flown open loop without any stability and control augmentation system, but with a yaw damper. The pedals were used little during the experiments. During the evaluations, the aircraft was flown with and without guidance. In the latter configuration, the pilots could develop their own recovery strategy where they could choose their own recovery targets such as initial pitch down target angle, at which airspeed to begin pitching up and the pitch up rate without causing secondary stalls. The former configuration included guidance through the crosshair (also called split cue) flight director on the primary flight display, as well as a novel guidance feature for the throttle setting called ‘throttle director’. In total, four scenarios were considered in the experiments: high altitude deep stall, low altitude with bank with and without excessive nose up trim, and descent for final approach. These scenarios were flown in a randomized order, with half of the pilots first flying without guidance and the other half first with the newly developed guidance algorithm under investigation. Each of the eight possible combinations of scenario and configurations (with and without guidance) was flown three times per pilot, resulting in a total of 24 runs per pilot. Since previous tests had shown that a significant learning curve develops throughout the runs, only one guidance algorithm was evaluated per pilot. At the start of the session, the pilot was given some time to familiarize himself with the simulator, experiment procedure, and performance rating metrics.

### B. Apparatus

The evaluation was performed in the vertical motion simulator (VMS) at NASA Ames Research Center. The vertical motion simulator is the ideal facility to simulate stall scenarios and to test the recovery guidance technology’s effectiveness because of the VMS’s large motion envelope. The VMS motion system, shown in Fig. 5 is an uncoupled six-degree-of-freedom research motion simulator, with different interchangeable cockpit cabs and configurable flight deck instrumentation systems, wide-view outside visual display systems, electric control loaders and a high fidelity motion system. It is located in, and partially supported by, a specially constructed 120 ft tower. The cab, shown in Fig. 5 (outside) and Fig. 10 (inside), serves as the aircraft cockpit for this research project. The evaluation pilot occupies the left seat, with a test engineer on the right. More information about the simulator can be found in Ref. 35–37.
1. Motion System

The VMS motion system capabilities are provided in Table 2. Included in the table are two sets of limits: system limits that represent the absolute maximum levels of attainable values under controlled conditions, and operational limits that represent attainable levels for normal piloted operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>Displacement</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>Acceleration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System limits</td>
<td>Operational limits</td>
<td>System limits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>±4ft</td>
<td>±4ft</td>
<td>±16ft/s²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>±20ft</td>
<td>±15ft</td>
<td>±13ft/s²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>±30ft</td>
<td>±22ft</td>
<td>±22ft/s²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll</td>
<td>±18°</td>
<td>±14°</td>
<td>±229°/s²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>±18°</td>
<td>±14°</td>
<td>±229°/s²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaw</td>
<td>±24°</td>
<td>±14°</td>
<td>±229°/s²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Flight Deck Instrumentation

The overall flight deck of the VMS was set up to resemble a simplified generic airliner cockpit as shown in Fig. 10. The installed hardware consisted of two aircraft seats, a wheel/column and rudder pedals, a control pedestal and seven liquid crystal display (LCD) screens to display the flight instrumentation (60 Hz refresh rate). There was no mode control panel. The McFadden Force Loader system is used to deliver versatile, accurate, and realistic control cues to the pilot. With this system, control force feel characteristics
such as position trim, breakout, friction and non-linear gradient – can be easily tailored to meet the needs of the research program. The control pedestal is equipped with four backdriven throttle levers, as well as flaps and spoiler levers. Since the simulated aircraft is a twin engine plane, the two left and right throttle levers were pairwise bolted together for this experiment. The displays were based on the Boeing electronic flight instrumentation system and consisted of a primary flight display (PFD) including crosshair (split cue) flight director and the novel ‘throttle director’ as shown in Fig. 11 a conventional navigation display, and a simplified engine information display only showing N1 numbers. Pitch and roll commands were presented on the split-cue director. The ‘white’ throttles in Fig. 11 indicate an ‘add throttle command’ condition to move the white throttles to the magenta cutout in the right wing of the airplane symbol. At the end of each simulation run, a summary page of the performance metrics was shown to the pilots on the outermost displays where the electronic flight bag would be found in a regular state of the art airliner. A frequently heard comment throughout the simulation runs was that the view of the PFD was obstructed by the control wheel for large roll inputs.

### 3. Outside Visual System

The out-the-window visual system for the six-window collimated display is a Rockwell Collins EPX-5000. The outside visual scene gives the pilot attitude information and induces a sense of motion through the virtual world. Six vertically mounted cathode ray tubes produce computer generated images, which were viewed by the pilots through collimating mirrors. The resulting visual has a field of view of 110 × 30 deg with a resolution of 1400 × 1050 pixels per projector. The update rate of the visual system was 60 Hz. For this evaluation, a reasonably accurate visual representation of San Francisco International Airport and the surrounding area was used. This is only relevant for the final approach scenario and the training runs, since the high as well as low altitude scenarios are in the clouds and lack any outside visual references. This makes the latter scenarios more challenging in the context of stall entrance and recovery.

### C. Participants

Familiarity with the flown aircraft is one of the main requirements for the participants in a piloted evaluation. On the other hand, some flight test or evaluation experience is also beneficial, especially when using standard rating scales. Therefore, in this campaign, 30 experienced airline pilots from various major US airlines participated in the evaluation, which were between 36 and 68 years old, with an average age of 55 years. Also 10 test pilots from Armstrong Flight Research Center participated. The test pilots were specifically asked to evaluate handling qualities using the Cooper Harper rating scale. Over the entire group of participants,
their flight hours were between 1,800 and 30,000 hrs, with an average of 13,900 hrs. All of the commercial pilots were current on a Boeing commercial aircraft with glass cockpit.

D. Measures

The guidance algorithms were assessed on two main types of dependent measures: implementation and operational.

1. Implementation

One measure of an algorithm’s practical applicability is the computational load on the flight control computer. The amount of additional calculations necessary for stall recovery guidance must be sufficiently low to enable actual introduction within the near-term future. Especially possible implementation as a retrofit into the existing fleet poses additional challenges on the maximum allowable computational load. Table 3 shows some relevant values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>processor</th>
<th>speed</th>
<th>first flight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airbus A330/A340</td>
<td>AMD486</td>
<td>32 MHz</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing 777</td>
<td>HI-29KII</td>
<td>50 MHz</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbus A380</td>
<td>PowerPC</td>
<td>66 - 98 MHz</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing 787</td>
<td>PowerPC 750FX</td>
<td>166 MHz</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Vertical Motion Simulator platform selected for the study used a DEC-Alpha computer running a Real-Time Operating System at 1.25GHz. The frame rate of the simulation was 50 Hz, i.e. 20 ms per frame. For this study, it was a requirement for both algorithms to complete the guidance computation along with the simulator model calculations within this 20 ms limit. The two guidance algorithms in this study fall on opposite ends of the computational cost spectrum. The Energy Based Algorithm uses an analytical calculation that only requires a few lines of code to evaluate (with no loops or potential convergence issues). As such, it is probably about the least computationally demanding guidance algorithm possible. The Fast Model Predictive Control algorithm, on the other hand, is closer to the most computationally expensive algorithm that can be evaluated on the target platform and frame time limit. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the longest model execution time for each simulation run in the experiment. The plot on the left shows that the EBA algorithm adds negligible cost to the no guidance case. The plot on the right shows the FMPC performance, which takes from 3 to 10 times as long as the baseline model evaluation with no guidance. The FMPC algorithm also has significantly increased variation in evaluation time. This is caused by the difference in computation time to solve the FMPC optimization problem, through an iterative solver, from varying initial aircraft states. Still, the FMPC algorithm ran reliably without producing any frame overruns for the entire simulation experiment. Overall, this is good performance for an optimal control algorithm, especially since such algorithms are often not fast or reliable enough to work under the operating conditions required for this experiment.

2. Operational

The impact of the new technology was assessed by means of some operational dependent measures. The operational variables were concerned with the interaction between the new technology and the pilot. Objective (for example, measured pilot control activity) as well as subjective (for example, workload assessment) variables were measured.

There are thousands of model evaluations per run (e.g., 3000 model evaluations in a 60 second run). Each of the time measurements used to create Figure 12 was the worst-case model evaluation time that occurred during a run.
Objective Measures

The objective measurements consisted of the pilot activity, measured by the root mean square of the control column and wheel deflection rate, and some selected metrics of the aircraft, which depended on the type of pilot. For commercial pilots emphasis was placed on metrics such as number of secondary stalls and maximum speed exceedances, and extreme load factor values. Altitude loss was considered as well, but only to the extent that it should not be excessive. Specifically for the test pilots, tracking of the guidance signal also became important for the Cooper Harper Handling Qualities ratings. Therefore the following guidance metrics were used: pitch flight director capture time, pitch track error, and accrued time that the throttle error (with respect to the guidance) exceeded 25%. As a form of instant feedback to the pilot about their performance, the numbers for these metrics were shown on the outer cockpit displays and appropriately color coded to distinguish between desirable (green), adequate (yellow) and inadequate (red performance) after each run. Screenshots of how these metrics were presented can be found in Fig. 13. The numbers for these metrics can be found in Tables 4 to 6.

Figure 12. Maximum computational load per run over all scenarios

(a) Computational load without guidance and for EBA algorithm
(b) Computational load for FMPC algorithm

Figure 13. Performance metrics for commercial and test pilots with appropriate color coding

(a) Metrics for commercial pilots, all desirable
(b) Metrics for test pilots, desirable (green), adequate (yellow) as well as inadequate (red)
Table 4. Performance Criteria for high altitude (HAS), low altitude (with or without excessive trim) (LAS) and approach (APS) scenarios, for the commercial pilots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>nr max speed</th>
<th>nr sec stall</th>
<th>min/max load factor</th>
<th>min altitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>desired</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>≤ 1</td>
<td>0g ≤ n_z ≤ 2.5g</td>
<td>&gt; 35,000ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>≤ 2</td>
<td>−1g ≤ n_z ≤ 2.5g</td>
<td>&gt; 30,000ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inadequate</td>
<td>&gt; 0</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>n_z ≤ −1g or n_z ≥ 2.5g</td>
<td>&lt; 30,000ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desired</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>≤ 1</td>
<td>0g ≤ n_z ≤ 2.5g</td>
<td>&gt; 4,000ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>≤ 2</td>
<td>−1g ≤ n_z ≤ 2.5g</td>
<td>&gt; 3,000ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inadequate</td>
<td>&gt; 0</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>n_z ≤ −1g or n_z ≥ 2.5g</td>
<td>&lt; 3,000ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desired</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>≤ 1</td>
<td>0g ≤ n_z ≤ 2g</td>
<td>&gt; 500ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>≤ 2</td>
<td>−1g ≤ n_z ≤ 2g</td>
<td>&gt; 200ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inadequate</td>
<td>&gt; 0</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>n_z ≤ −1g or n_z ≥ 2g</td>
<td>&lt; 200ft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Performance Criteria for high altitude (HAS), low altitude (LAS), low altitude with excessive trim (LANUS) and approach (APS) scenarios, for the test pilots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Pitch FD capture time</th>
<th>Pitch tracking error</th>
<th>total time throttle setting &gt; 25%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>desired</td>
<td>&lt; 3s</td>
<td>≤ 2.5deg</td>
<td>&lt; 3s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAS/LAS/APS</td>
<td>adequate</td>
<td>&lt; 6s</td>
<td>≤ 5deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inadequate</td>
<td>&gt; 6s</td>
<td>≥ 5deg</td>
<td>&gt; 6s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desires</td>
<td>&lt; 3s</td>
<td>≤ 2.5deg</td>
<td>&lt; 5s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANUS</td>
<td>adequate</td>
<td>&lt; 6s</td>
<td>≤ 5deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inadequate</td>
<td>&gt; 6s</td>
<td>≥ 5deg</td>
<td>&gt; 10s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Termination Criteria for Stall Recovery Maneuver

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>final flight path angle</th>
<th>final airspeed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>desired</td>
<td>&gt; −1deg</td>
<td>and &gt; V_ref − 5kts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adequate</td>
<td>&gt; −1deg</td>
<td>and &gt; V_ref − 10kts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inadequate</td>
<td>&lt; −1deg</td>
<td>or &lt; V_ref − 10kts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subjective Measures
Subjective measures consisted of workload, usefulness, handling qualities (test pilots only), and the systems usability scale (SUS).\cite{Eckard} Assessment of the handling qualities was done by means of the Cooper Harper Rating Scale.\cite{Eckard, Cooper}

E. Procedure
Four scenarios have been defined with the purpose of bringing the experiment pilots to a stall condition. In all scenarios, the autopilot flew the aircraft into a stall for the purpose of consistency across all runs and pilots. The speeds were initialized slow so that the stall could be reached within half a minute. For all scenarios, the recovery objective is to recover to a stable unaccelerated flight from a fully stalled flight.
condition, with a flight path angle which should be non-negative, without excessive altitude loss, avoiding secondary stalls, and with no tendency to pilot induced oscillations (PIO) in pitch, roll or throttle control.

1. **High Altitude Scenario (HAS)**

This scenario was partly inspired by a recent series of high altitude stalls, such as Air France Flight AF447\(^7\) and Air Algerie Flight 5017\(^6\). The aircraft was initialized and trimmed at 170 KIAS and at a flight path of -2.5 deg, cruise thrust setting for a clean aircraft near the altitude ceiling (40,000ft) in light turbulence. When the run starts, the autopilot attempts to hold altitude. Since the initial trimmed thrust setting is not changed, the aircraft starts bleeding speed. As a consequence, the autopilot flies the aircraft beyond the stick shaker into a full stall. For this scenario, the stall recovery triggers at an angle of attack of 25 degrees, well beyond the onset of aerodynamic stall. At this point, the autopilot and autothrottle disconnect and the pilot has to recover to a stable flight condition without excessive altitude loss using the pitch, roll and throttle flight directors when they are available, while trying to avoid secondary stalls and excessive load factors or maximum speed exceedances. Fig. 14 shows the trajectory for this scenario. One of the main challenges in this scenario is recovering to a final airspeed that is not on the back side of the power curve.

![Figure 14. Typical trajectory of the high altitude scenario](image)

2. **Low Altitude Scenario (LAS)**

In this scenario, the clean aircraft is initialized at 180 KIAS in level flight at 5,000ft with light turbulence. The autopilot is in altitude hold mode and commands a 25 deg bank to the left. Subsequently, the autothrottle commands the throttle to idle, causing the aircraft to bleed airspeed. Consequently, the autopilot flies the aircraft beyond the stick shaker into a full stall. In this scenario, the stall recovery triggers at an angle of attack exceeding its value corresponding with the maximum lift coefficient: \( \alpha > \alpha_{C_{L_{max}}}, \) at this point the autopilot and autothrottle are disconnected. Also here, the pilot is required to recover to a stable flight condition without excessive altitude loss using the pitch, roll and throttle flight directors when they are available, while trying to avoid secondary stalls and excessive load factors or maximum speed exceedances. A typical trajectory for the low altitude scenario is shown in Fig. 15. The main challenge in this scenario is to follow the three guidance signals for pitch, roll and thrust simultaneously.

3. **Low Altitude with excessive Nose Up trim Scenario (LANUS)**

This scenario is similar to the previous one, but here the automation causes the stabilizer to trim for an excessive nose-up pitch. This results in a reduction of control authority in pitch. Especially combined with
full thrust (provided by engines mounted under the wings) during the stall recovery, the elevator is at risk of saturating. Manual adjustment of the trim stabilizer during the recovery will be needed to allow for sufficient control authority of the elevator. The main challenge in this scenario, in addition to the previous one, is avoiding loss of control authority in pitch by correctly modulating throttles and trim stabilizer, such that the elevator does not saturate.

4. Approach Scenario (APS)

In this scenario, the aircraft with full flaps and gear down is initialized at 140 knots airspeed, wings level at 1,100 ft with a 700 ft/min descent rate in light turbulence. The autothrottle commands idle thrust while the autopilot attempts to hold the same flight path angle, causing the aircraft to bleed airspeed and bringing it into a full aerodynamic stall. Stall recovery triggers again at the onset of the aerodynamic stall, after the autopilot and autothrottle are disconnected. The pilot has to recover to a stable flight condition with minimum altitude loss (given its current altitude), while avoiding secondary stalls, excessive load factors or maximum speed exceedances (maximum flap speed for full flaps), using the pitch, roll and throttle flight directors when they are available. This accident was (partly) inspired by the Asiana Flight 214 accident at San Francisco. A typical trajectory is shown in Fig. 16. The challenges in this scenario are mainly the small altitude margin to speed up, combined with the narrow speed margin between stall speed and overspeed (for full flaps down configuration) which results in an increased risk for overspeed during the recovery maneuver.
V. Results

This section discusses the analysis of the flight recovery performance data with respect to each of the scenarios. This paper focuses on the highlights of the data analysis. A more extensive and detailed discussion of the experiment results and pilot feedback can be found in Ref. 24. A convention for all the time histories in the results section is that the stall recovery maneuver starts at zero seconds in the plots. All the run data shown in this section focus on the first runs (out of three) of each pilot per scenario and per configuration, such that learning effects are eliminated as much as possible.

A. High Altitude Scenario

Generally, high altitude with significant post-stall behavior was the scenario where the performance difference with and without guidance became most apparent. Without guidance, pilots were usually more cautious during their recovery maneuver, resulting in shallower dives and less altitude loss, but also a higher risk that they would not successfully recover towards the front side of the power curve. Fig. 17 shows an illustrative example of one of these recovery trajectories with and without FMPC guidance. This scenario also showed the most significant difference in performance between both recovery algorithms. The FMPC algorithm commanded the aircraft to roughly -20 degrees pitch, before beginning the pull-up maneuver at greater airspeed. Being somewhat unexpected, not all pilots were as successful initially tracking this more aggressive maneuver. The EBA algorithm pushed the aircraft down to about -7 degrees pitch, before beginning a more gentle pull-up maneuver. Figure 18 shows a comparison of time histories between some important variables for all high altitude scenario runs with no guidance, FMPC and EBA guidance. Fig. 18(a) shows that both guidance strategies generally bring the pilots back to the front side of the power curve. EBA guidance, however, has more tendency towards secondary stalls than FMPC. Fig. 18(b), on the other hand, shows the more benign nature of the EBA guidance, resulting in a somewhat smaller altitude loss and significantly smaller load factors, well within the comfort levels. However, no structural load limits were violated during any of the runs.

![Figure 17. Example of recovery trajectory with and without FMPC guidance in high altitude scenario](image)

Fig. 19(a) confirms the trends with respect to secondary stalls that could be observed in Fig. 18(a). FMPC is very effective in preventing secondary stalls as well as stick shakers. EBA has the tendency to lead the pilots in one secondary stick shaker and stall. However, it can be seen in Fig. 19(a) that both guidance algorithms are effective in preventing more than one secondary stick shakers and aerodynamic stalls, compared to the configuration with no guidance. Another important trend can be seen in Fig. 19(b), where it is shown that flying with guidance first (FMPC - 1) introduces a significant learning effect when one flies without guidance afterwards (no guidance - 2), as compared to flying with no guidance initially (no guidance - 1 and FMPC - 2). The reason for the improvement with FMPC is because the pitch down is significantly more aggressive. This helped the pilots to overcome their instinct to pitch up too early and risk secondary stall (due to decreased aerodynamic damping at high altitude).
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(a) Time histories of angle of attack $\alpha$ and airspeed $V_{CAS}$ for all runs
(b) Time histories of altitude $h$ and load factor $n$ for all runs

Figure 18. Time histories of relevant quantities in the high altitude scenario

(a) Secondary stick shakers and secondary stalls with and without guidance
(b) Impact of learning effect on secondary stalls and secondary stick shakers

Figure 19. Impact of guidance and learning effect on secondary stick shakers and secondary stalls in the high altitude scenario
Finally, a closer look at the back side of the power curve, of which the importance was already introduced before, can be found in the histograms shown in Fig. 20(a). Without guidance, more than half of the experiment pilots ended up on the back side of the power curve. With guidance, all runs ended on the front side of the power curve, except for one EBA run. Towards the end of this run, the pilot did not follow the guidance signal as accurately as the others. His motivation was that he ‘did not need to in order to execute the recovery’. Fig. 20(b) shows the histograms for the total altitude loss over the complete recovery maneuver. Here it can be seen that both guidance strategies lead the pilots to somewhat more altitude loss compared to runs without guidance. This is exactly the energy trade off that needs to be made in order to get away from the back side of the power curve, which has a high priority in a high altitude scenario.

![Figure 20. Impact of guidance on speed buffer and total altitude loss in the high altitude scenario](image1)

B. Low Altitude Scenario

The primary purpose of the low altitude stall recovery was to examine the effect of the guidance on a normal full stall recovery scenario, without proceeding to a significant post-stall behavior. Currently, pilots are trained to use the PLI (pitch limit indicator) to minimize their altitude loss during the recovery, sometimes at the expense of hitting multiple stick shaker warnings. Stall warnings may be acceptable as long as secondary stalls are avoided.

Figure 21 shows again a comparison of time histories between some important variables for all low altitude scenario runs with no guidance, FMPC and EBA guidance. Fig. 21(a) shows that both guidance strategies generally bring the pilots back to lower angles of attack and higher airspeeds. One can also see that some pilots needed more time to ‘break the stall’ (i.e. bring the angle of attack back to values below stall and stick shaker) without guidance. There is one significant outlier in the angle of attack time histories for FMPC towards the end of the recovery, but in this case the pilot stopped following the guidance at the end of the run. In the time responses for airspeed, it is not surprising to see that recoveries with guidance usually end up closer to the target speed. Fig. 21(b) shows the steep climb out for both guidance algorithms at the end of the recovery. This is needed to keep the aircraft with full thrust from accelerating. The load factors are very similar for both algorithms and well within structural as well as comfort load limits during all runs. Analyzing all the aforementioned time histories shows that EBA is marginally more aggressive in providing pitch down guidance than FMPC in this scenario.

![Figure 22. Comparison of low altitude stall recovery](image2)
C. Low Altitude Scenario with Excessive Trim

The low altitude stall with excessive nose-up trim scenario had the highest workload of the four scenarios. The setup for this scenario was exactly the same as for the low altitude scenario, except that excessive stabilizer trim to -9 degrees (instead of the usual -2 degrees for the regular low altitude scenario) was commanded while the aircraft decelerated towards stall. As a consequence, the autopilot provided increasing pitch down elevator deflection to compensate for this disturbance. This nose down command by the autopilot was removed, however, as soon as the system switched into manual recovery mode, which resulted in an initial pitch up tendency that increased the angle of attack significantly (usually exceeding 20 degrees). It typically took pilots around 1 to 3 seconds to arrest this tendency. This initial dynamical behavior is shown in the first...
few seconds of Fig. 23(a). Comparing the time histories in Fig. 23 for this scenario with the corresponding figure for the regular low altitude scenario (Figure 21), reveals overall that stall value exceedances for angle of attack are significantly larger and it also takes significantly longer to ‘break the stall’. Figure 23(b) shows more loss of altitude but the load factors for this scenario were very similar and well within all limits. Further analysis of the results also showed that there was a direct connection between how fast the pilots adjusted the stabilizer to a less excessive setting and the total duration of the recovery maneuver.

Figure 23. Time histories of relevant quantities in the low altitude excessive trim scenario

Figure 24(a) shows that guidance was not as successful in preventing secondary stall warnings and aerodynamic stalls as compared to the regular low altitude scenario (Fig. 22(a)). As a matter of fact, guidance seemed to exacerbate the number of stall warnings during the recovery, although EBA guidance showed a better trend for preventing more than one secondary aerodynamic stall. It is important to know that this is the only scenario where the thrust guidance deviated from the straightforward ‘full throttle’ guidance. For excessive trim, there is an upper limit value for thrust, above which the elevator cannot compensate the pitch up moment which is produced by the excessive stabilizer deflection and engines mounted under the wing. More information about how this upper limit is calculated can be found in Ref. 22–24. This meant that in this scenario, more than in any other one, pilots had to divide their attention between the pitch and roll flight directors on one hand and the throttle director on the other. From the pilot feedback it was clear that this was definitely a contributing factor to the number of secondary stalls. This same cause also had a significant impact on the total altitude loss during the maneuver. It can be seen in the histograms in Fig. 24(b) that, on average, guidance resulted in more altitude loss than no guidance, and the reason for this was because the guidance limited the use of the throttle.

The primary importance of the excessive nose up trim component of this scenario, however, was to see if the addition of throttle guidance could reduce the risk of saturating the elevator deflection margins, and therefore, the risk of an insurmountable pitch up tendency. The throttle guidance system was designed to compute the maximum permissible thrust, at the current stab position, that would not saturate the elevator deflections. This guidance was sometimes against the instinct of the pilot flying. Fig. 25(a) shows that the throttle guidance was indeed effective at getting the pilots to pull back the throttles while the aircraft was in an excessive nose up trim condition. The histogram was compiled from the throttle position traces for all the runs in this scenario, and the height of the bars represents the amount of time spent in that particular throttle bracket (out of a maximum of the first 10 seconds of each recovery). Overall, the figure shows that the participants flying with throttle guidance were more likely to keep their throttles at a safer level (below 50%) while their trim stabilizer setting was exceeding -8 degrees. Fig. 25(b) compares the corresponding histograms for the elevator deflections obtained across all runs, in a similar way as for the throttle settings before. Without guidance, the participants spent significantly more time with an elevator deflection greater
D. Approach Scenario

For the approach scenarios, there were no discernible differences in the piloted recoveries flown with the FMPC and EBA guidance algorithms. Both algorithms essentially matched most of the recovery maneuver that the pilots flew before seeing any guidance. This result can be observed in the time histories as shown in Figure 26. Fig. 26(b) shows that in all three categories the group of pilots achieved about the same minimum altitude. Two outliers can be seen, where pilots were not capable to meet the minimum altitude constraint (they went below 100 ft above ground level) while executing the stall recovery maneuver without guidance. The load factors are all very similar and well within structural as well as comfort load limits during all runs.

The secondary stall warnings and aerodynamic stall numbers, as shown in Fig. 27(a), reveal similar trends as in the aforementioned low altitude scenario. However, an observable difference in trend with and without
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(a) Time histories of angle of attack $\alpha$ and airspeed $V_{CAS}$ for all runs
(b) Time histories of altitude $h$ and load factor $n$ for all runs

Figure 26. Time histories of relevant quantities in the approach scenario

guidance is visible in Fig. 27(b), which shows the histogram of the maximum airspeed values during the recovery over all runs and per configuration, and compares them with the target and the overspeed markers. On average, it can be seen that both guidance algorithms resulted in better buffers to overspeed and fewer overspeed exceedances.

Number of secondary stall warnings

(a) Secondary stick shakers and secondary stalls with and without guidance

Number of secondary aerodynamic stalls

(b) Buffer to maximum flap speed with and without guidance

Figure 27. Impact of guidance on secondary stick shakers and stalls, and overspeed in the approach scenario

E. Pilot Feedback

Throughout the course of the simulator experiments, pilots completed end-of-run as well as end-of-study questionnaires. Although these questionnaires involved many questions on handling qualities, workload and system usability, this section will focus on the parts about the system usability scale, which was part of the end-of-study survey, and on the handling qualities, which were evaluated in the end-of-run questionnaires. More detailed survey results are discussed in Ref. 24
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1. System Usability Scale

The standard System Usability Scale (SUS) was designed to be a quick and easy survey for a global assessment of a given system’s usability. In a SUS survey participants are asked whether or not they agree with 10 statements which are arranged such that positive and negative statements alternate to encourage the respondent to think before responding. A composite score on a scale of 0 – 100 (but they are not percentile ranks) is then produced from the responses, with higher scores indicating better usability. The post-simulation questionnaire that each participant was asked to complete after finishing all the simulation runs, included a modified System Usability Scale survey. The survey was modified slightly to make some of the questions more relevant for the evaluation of a stall recovery system, which is typical in the use of SUS surveys for different applications. Figure 28 shows the histogram of the composite SUS rating for the overall guidance system given by the participants. One pilot in the pool gave an outlier rating of 42. His feedback mentioned confusion about the guidance. Still, the mean usability rating was 81.8 (including the outlier case), which is comparable to the A rating assessment given to other aircraft situation awareness systems studied in Ref. 39.

![System Usability Score](image)

Figure 28. Histogram of the System Usability Scale ratings for the overall guidance system

2. Cooper Harper Handling Qualities ratings

Each of the 10 test pilots who participated in the study were asked to provide a Cooper-Harper rating, on the post run survey immediately after finishing each scenario, with and without guidance. The purpose was to evaluate the impact of the guidance strategies on the handling qualities of the aircraft during the stall recovery. The performance criteria and the relevant values which were used for these evaluations are defined in Tables 5 and 6. These metrics were presented to the test pilots after finishing each scenario on a separate cockpit display with appropriate color coding, as shown in Fig. 13(b). The Cooper-Harper ratings are presented in Figure 29 grouped per scenario and per algorithm and color coded per pilot. The bulk of the ratings occur between 2 and 6, indicating a representative result that splits the system performance between the best “satisfactory without improvement” (rating 1–3) category, and the next “deficiencies warrant improvement” (rating 4–6) category. Overall, this result aligned well with the positive subjective feedback provided by most of the participants, along with the constructive suggestions for improving minor aspects of the system. A closer look at Fig. 29 reveals some more details. Fig. 29(a) shows that runs flown by the same pilot with FMPC guidance usually have better handling qualities than without, which also shows in the general spread of ratings. Only for the high altitude scenario, there is no change in the general spread of ratings. It can also be seen that FMPC brings the ratings for the low altitude and approach scenarios within the “satisfactory without improvement” rating category. Ratings for the EBA guidance are presented in Fig. 29(b). Trends here are not as clear as for FMPC. For the high altitude scenario, the aforementioned tendency to lead the pilots into a secondary stall is clear in the ratings with guidance. For the low altitude and approach scenarios, the guidance improved the ratings or kept them...
at least at the same level for more than half of the participants. It should be noted that these observations are based on a small number of ratings, and are not statistically significant. However, the general trends in the ratings confirm the trends that are visible in the tracking performance.

Figure 29. Cooper Harper Handling Quality ratings by test pilots for all scenarios, with and without guidance

F. Minimum Pilot Effort

Ref. 40 explains that the desire to minimize pilot effort while maximizing the system performance imposes requirements on the dynamic properties of the effective controlled element consisting of the vehicle plus flight director guidance. The human pilot adapts his characteristics to compensate for the dynamic deficiencies of the effective controlled element. As a result of the human pilot properties, a design requirement is that the effective controlled element should be constructed to: (1.) require no low frequency lead equalization and (2.) permit pilot loop closure over a wide range of gains. This can be achieved when the effective controlled element approximates either a pure gain, $K$, or a pure integration, $K/s$, over the frequency range of pilot/director/vehicle system crossover. In short, the key requirement is to adjust the weightings of the various feedbacks in the flight director guidance such that the effective controlled element approximates the $K/s$ form over a fairly broad frequency region around the crossover frequency.

Analysis of the block diagram in Fig. 30(a) shows that the ‘effective controlled element’ as perceived by the pilot during the experiments contains the dynamics between control column and flight director. Fig. 30(b) shows the frequency response (using a fast fourier transform) of the pitch director displacement to the column input for both algorithms and for all scenarios. It should be noted however that this representation does not consider nonlinear and time varying effects in the dynamics. As a reference, the slope of a single integrator $K/s$ is included as well. For most scenarios, the frequency response is very similar to a single integrator. Only for the low frequency range of the high altitude scenario, there is some significant deviant behavior and the frequency response becomes closer to a constant. One can also see that both algorithms behave very similarly. The conclusion of this analysis is that the stall recovery guidance does minimize pilot effort and maximizes system performance.

VI. Conclusions and recommendations

During this research project, two flight physics based stall recovery guidance algorithms were evaluated in the Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) at NASA Ames Research Center. One strategy, called fast model predictive control (FMPC), was optimization based. The other, called energy based approach (EBA), was analytical and relied directly on the energy balance between potential and kinetic energy. Performance
metrics were compared with and without stall recovery guidance, in order to analyze if the guidance had any beneficial effect for the recovery maneuver. In total, there were 40 participants in this experiment, among them 10 test pilots from Armstrong Flight Research Center. The simulator evaluations considered 4 different scenarios, namely high altitude stall, low altitude stall with and without excessive trim, and approach stall. All these scenarios were inspired by accidents and incidents which occurred over the past years. Both guidance strategies showed similar performance and were well received by the pilots. In the HAS scenario, guidance improved the pilots performance in recovering from stall to the front side of the power curve. Aggressive pitch down guidance in the HAS scenario significantly reduced the tendency for stall warnings and secondary full stall in the recovery. For the low altitude scenario with and without excessive nose up trim incorporating margin to secondary stall warning into the guidance system was beneficial to reducing secondary stall warnings. In the excessive nose up trim scenario, the thrust guidance did help pilots to observe more caution in the application of throttle, and as a result maintained more margin to elevator saturation. In the landing scenario, there was an observable difference in trend that showed better buffers to maximum flap speed and fewer maximum flap speed exceedances with guidance.

It should be noted that no pilot startle or distraction was included in the scenarios. Also, no sensor malfunctions were considered. Both these aspects are crucial for bringing these scenarios closer to real life conditions. It would also be worthwhile to investigate the degree to which longer but shallower dives in the high altitude scenarios could be used for more comfortable recoveries without secondary stalls. Furthermore stall buffet can excite structural modes which can cause issues with handling qualities especially for flexible wing modern aircraft like the Boeing B787. The aeroservoelastic coupling could potentially cause the structural response to feed into the rigid aircraft response which could cause handling qualities issues especially during stall encounters. Finally, stall detection is another important factor to be addressed. All the algorithms discussed here depend on the knowledge where the stall alpha occurs which may not be the case in practical situations. Thus, accurate sensing and detection of stall incipience is necessary.
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Appendix: Cooper Harper Handling Qualities Rating Scale

Figure 31. The Cooper Harper Handling Qualities Rating Scale
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